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 rar. Note that the version number here says "Archive-9000", which means it's a download from the Kworld version with the
internal serial number 9000. This is the same as version 3.5 in the original release for 9.6. The serial number and "9000" is not

in the Kworld file name, so it's easy to miss. Simply try to find and use the batch script installer for the required version to patch
your game, which will be much more user-friendly. If you have 3.1 or 3.5 installed from the original release, you don't need to

use the Kworld installer. Instead, you can simply use the batch script installer for the required version to patch your game, which
will be much more user-friendly. If you have 3.1 or 3.5 installed from the original release, you don't need to use the Kworld

installer. Instead, you can simply use the batch script installer for the required version to patch your game, which will be much
more user-friendly. Credits: This patch was made by TongTong, a TCF member and member of the group ArcSoft

Development Team. Thank you, TongTong. Advertisement How to Get the Patch: WARNING: This patch requires that you
have both ArcSoft Total Media Theatre 3 Platinum-Registered and ArcSoft Total Media Theatre 3 Platinum-Registered

patched. See the "About the Patch" section below for more details. Reviews: Main menu (English).xls. Minor patch notes:
---------------------------------- Features: 1. New actions for dial and text messages. 2. Text messages with sound in game. 3. Many

functions added to some commands. 4. Addition of words in the dictionary. 5. Switched the settings in the setting menu of
FMU. 6. New background music in the setting menu of FMU. 7. Extra text added to the FMU, such as to the notebook and the

trainer disc. 8. Various bug fixes. Bugs: 1. Various sound and visual bugs were fixed. 2. Some 82157476af
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